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ABSTRACT:  

The study of this paper aims to study impact of abrogation of article 370 from Jammu &Kashmir on 5 august 2019 revoked the special status of Jammu &Kashmir 

and bifurcated into two union territories. The historic decision set off a major political as well as social makeover of the region, which had enjoyed special rights 

since independence. Main focus of this paper it to present positive and negative impact of revocation of article 370 article in all different sectors. This is important 

from the investment   trade point of view and overall development of Jammu &Kashmir. 
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Introduction:  

The article 370 came in into impact in 1949 as per which the province of Jammu and Kashmir partook in an extraordinary status until 5 august 2019 .in 

basic terms individuals of J&K lived under discrete regulations and delighted in independence in all areas with the exception of safeguard, international 

concerns, money and correspondence. Further in 1957 article 35A was embedded through the constitution request by the then leader of India. Rajendra 

Prasad .As per which no untouchable was permitted to possess property or find a state line of work in J&K. Revocation of Article 370 on 5 August 2019 

the public authority of India renounced extraordinary status or restricted independence, without a doubt under the article 370 of Indian constitution to 

Jammu and Kashmir, a district administrated by India as a state which comprises of bigger piece of Kashmir which has been the subject of question 

among India ,Pakistan and china since 1947.during public races which won by BJP drove by head of the state Narendra Modi, vowed to disavow Article 

370 .with the exception of one proviso not object ,this occurred by official request on 5 august 2019.a bill has likewise been quickly supported by the two 

places of Parliament spitting the province of Jammu and Kashmir into two government ,one will be called Jammu and Kashmir which will have a state 

law making body. the other is Ladakh ,which will be administered straightforwardly from New Delhi. Large number of extra fighters were shipped off 

Jammu and Kashmir before 5 August declaration. A time limitation is still in force something like two senior Kashmir resistance government officials 

and previous boss priests Omar Abdullah and Mehbooba Mufti, have been kept and there is a correspondences lockdown .it is difficult to come by out 

what's going on the ground. 

Worldwide Response 

Pakistan response has been one of the shocks. Its unfamiliar service rushed to say that India's move disregard UN goals .its military boss General Qamar 

Javed Bajwa said "Pakistan armed force solidly remains by the Kashmiris in their simply battle to end… .we are ready and will go to any degree to satisfy 

our commitments in such manner. Pakistan Prime minster Imaran khan said Episodes like Pulwama will undoubtedly repeat. I can as of now anticipate 

this will occur .they will endeavor to accuse us in the future .they might strike us once more, and we will strike back". On 7 august Pakistan ousted India's 

high magistrate and reviewed its own top representative from New Delhi.it likewise declared the suspension of respective exchange. 

China has said it upholds Pakistan position. Featuring its resistance to foundation of Ladakh as a different domain controlled from New Delhi. China as 

of now controls an area managed which India claims as an expansion of Ladakh. 

The UN secretory - General has called for "limitation" in 2018 the UN called for foundation of a global commission of investigation into denials of 

basic freedoms starting around 2016 on the two sides of the line of control .India dismissed this call. 

http://www.ijrpr.com/
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(Source:https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/jammu-and-kashmir-top-improvements/articleshow/70529441.cms) 

Objectives of study 

1. To find out positive impact of abolition of article 370 from J&k. 

2. To find out Negative impact of abolition of article 370 from J&k. 

Methodology  

This paper has adopted a secondary research methodology like literature reviews, which include textbook reviews, Wikipedia, and journal articles reviews 

and Newspapers Articles. 

Advantages of Revocation Article 370 

a. Better relationship with Indians and Kashmiris because of evacuation of article 370 for individuals of Kashmir as they can now join with the 

remainder of India they can be a piece of Kashmir .they can apply for instructive grants .they can land government positions in Kashmir. 

b. Right to training and data every one of the Kashmiris have right to schooling with the evacuation of article 370 ,as the nation will be important 

for one country ,one banner, presently Kashmiris reserve the privilege to know it all .the law currently gives the Kashmiris the option to get 

schooling from great establishments present inside the state financial backers will put resources into Kashmir and there are 100 percent chances 

of new instructive foundations coming to valley .subsequently this will make youngsters particularly young lady taught. 

c. Reduced Psychological oppression the information given by the home service shows that fear related occurrences have decreased definitely 

since the repudiation of Article 370.in a composed answer in Rajya Sabha home service as of late contrasted with 2019 number of 

psychological militant episodes diminished by 59% in 2020.the occurrences diminished by a further 32% till june 2021 contrasted with 

comparing period in 2020. 

d. Rehabilitation of Kashmiri Pandits in its composed answer in Rajya Sabha in Walk 2021 the public authority said that 3841 Kashmiri transient 

youth have moved back to Kashmir as of late and have taken up positions in different areas under State head restoration bundle. 

e. Finally it is one country one constitution. This will impart this sensation of solidarity among all residents of India. 

f. It will open entryways for private areas to put resources into J&K.this will support the economy of the state. 

g. There will be extent of different positions open doors now separated from the travel industry. 

h. The Center will actually want to give better clinical offices to residents of J&K now. 

i. Appropriate measures to control debasement can be taken now by the focal government. 

j. Authorities are in better situation to check psychological warfare now. 
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I Scratching off article 370 have offered better chances to the land field so any one from outside the state can buy the property.so now there will be more 

lavish lodgings and resort in state. After denial Maharashtra government declared MTDC resorts in Jammu and Kashmir and Laddakh. the travel industry 

area 

Advantages of Revocation Article 370 

• Kashmiris feel that it is unlawful this choice can measure up to despotism article 370 eliminated without taking authorization of J&K state 

government. web was switched off on 5 august 2019 many soldiers were called, landlines were switched off, Kashmiri lawmakers were kept 

on house capture. the neighborhood of Kashmir were secured in their homes and afterward abruptly this choice was forced on Kashmiris. 

Having broken down the state gathering of Jammu and Kashmir and forcing president's standard there in Kashmir, this choice was taken. 

• The chosen state government can't take every one of the choices on their own after article 370 the Kashmiris can choose state government, yet 

their freedoms won't be same at this point. A vote based system will be decreased now in J&K .individuals of Kashmir are not tolerating the 

choice sincerely, which in the drawn out will lead to other political and social contentions. This choice won't come into completion until 

individuals of Kashmir needs to incorporate with the Indians. 

• Kashmiri residents will never again have double citizenship, which isn't going down very well with numerous local people. 

• How the article 370 was repudiated has stressed the all around sensitive relations of India with Pakistan. 

• There were a few official orders issues under Article 370 .revoking it very much like that will make down to earth challenges and political 

weakness. 

• Certain areas of the general public have begun threating that they can now wed Kashmiri young ladies since they can now wed beyond J&K 

state without losing their citizenship. 

• Generally it has introduced dread among a part of residents about security .many fear that the way article 370 was renounced .the public 

authority could make comparative moves in different states and individuals will have say no.its danger our majority rules government. 

Conclusion  

End After the evacuation of article 370 the entire country will follow the motto one country, one banner and one constitution. Presently the Indian public 

banner can't be offended anyplace in India and Kashmir. In the event that anybody from Kashmir does this, they will be rebuffed under the new regulations 

set by government. The fundamental honor the Hindus and Sikhs living in Jammu and Kashmir will get will be qualified for a 16% reservation. After the 

evacuation of article 370 every one of the orders gave by High Court will be at risk for Kashmir. The gathering of J&K will walk connected at the hip 

with the Indian constitution needs to say .prior the occupants of Kashmir had two citizenship however after the expulsion of 370, presently everybody 

living in J&K is Indians. Along these lines in short this choice will make every one of us joined together, and we will all be Indians. 
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